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W
hen you’re influenced by a
family of car builders, and you 
help to carry on their tradition, 

you will have to make the sacrifices that
are necessary. But without support and 
understanding from a woman behind you,
you won’t get past dropping the frame off 
of any build. That special person has to 
co-sign on the build and help you stay mo-
tivated throughout the trials and tribula-
tions. So Richard Lopez from Tradicionals
car club expressed his gratitude for his
wife Denise’s understanding by building 
her this cover car Impala you see on our
May issue, which is called Mrs. ’65. Though
this husband of the year might get a lot of
you readers in the dog house because of
this special Lowrider magazine feature, 
Richard has had his own cars featured
in Lowrider, too, but just not the cover. Is 
he up to something? Maybe he’s trying to 
build a Lowrider of the Year? Then that’s a
pretty good move, I say! 

The 2013 SEMA Show in Las Vegas
was once again a world apart from other 
shows when it comes to the automobile 
aftermarket industry. Two thousand of 
the brightest minds arrived at the Las 
Vegas Convention Center in early No-
vember to showcase their latest product
solutions and launches in regards to
performance, restyling and technology. 
Not only does this show attract about a 
125,000 attendees, the OE guys like Ford, 
Chevy and Chrysler make their way out to
display their new automobiles and trucks, 
along with their brand’s latest engineer-
ing and development. As an attendee, 

you are allowed a week to walk the entire
show where companies have no limits in
expensive display booths that are set up
to compete with each other for more at-
tention. If the custom vehicles on display 
won’t grab your attention, then they 
guarantee to catch your eye by throw-
ing in celebrity appearances, famous car
builders and lowriders, too! Once again,
we attended this annual supermarket for 
cars and we are happy to show you the
greatest of the latest.

Pop went the cork from the champagne
bottles used for toasts that went out for 
Thee Artistics car club, who recently cele-
brated their 35th anniversary. They have
meant every word of their club plaque’s
name and have lived up to it since Renee
San Miguel, the prez, would roam around 
the streets in his dominating candy blue 
Cadillac and lead a caravan of the club’s
rides to all the local shows to represent
what they were about. Those were good
times then and there is a consistency
of that still, thanks to Oso and all of the 
members’ support given throughout the
years to have kept the name hanging on
display in their rear windows. Some call 
it sacrifice, some call it beliefs, we will
call it one hell of an achievement and we
congratulate them for it. Cheers!

Please don’t forget that commercial-
izing and music videos didn’t get us
where we are today. Community service
relations, fundraisers and charitable 
events that are promoted to help those
in need, including kids, have given our 
culture of lowriding respect. Schools and 

holiday-themed events go a long way in 
preserving our image, which helps make
us stronger and appreciated by those who
are important and take notice. That goes 
farther than anything else out there.
Someone upstairs is watching and maybe 
he tells the local authorities to ease up
on harassment or the too-low tickets. So
please check out some of the past holiday
charity events put on by various clubs
who do this annually. There’s nothing 
like a lowrider convertible that becomes
an Xmas tree delivery vehicle. Espe-
cially when the donation goes to cancer
awareness. Respect goes a lot farther
when building an image. Reputation helps
before you represent it.

Hey all you customizers? Check out the
Lowrider Garage as we bring some light
into the darkness with an LED taillight 
install on a ’68 Super Sport. Lowriders 
are known for restyling, upgrading and
innovating. We can show you how easy it 
is to replace your lights to a modern style
that’s easier said than hitting your own 
light switch.

Is your ride is sitting out at the end 
of your driveway and there aren’t any
homes in your neighborhood with “for 
sale” signs? Then you must have a nice
ass ride!. Q

Joe Ray
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WOMAN DRIVERS  
DON’T GET  
PULLED OVER  

IN A LOWRIDER   
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Story and Photos By Beto Mendoza

AN EXPRESSION OF LOVE.

W
hen you’re surrounded by uncles 

and cousins that are into lowriding 

you can’t help but catch the bug, 

and this is exactly what happened to Richard 

Lopez of Reno, Nevada. As with most kids, 

they never really begin to understand the 

influence their family has on them and for 

Richard, the final confirmation of their influ-

ence came when he purchased his first car. 

After years of toying with model cars and 

bicycles it was time for Richard to pick up his 

first ride. So at 17 years of age he opted for a

’70 Impala. 

As with most kids that are 17 years old, 

your dreams tend to be bigger than your 

budget but that still didn’t slow Richard 

down. With the little money he saved from 

side jobs working with his dad, his first prior-

ity was a set of wire wheels. Onc wheels  

were installed he primered the car and hit 

the streets. Since then, the rest is history 

and the bug has never left as Richard has 

owned 26 classic cars. He further explains, 

“I bought and sold many of them in order to 

get the ones I wanted.” Ultimately, his goal 

was to have a Bubble Top and he now proudly 

owns two—one of which was featured in the 

  

e the 



Model

Halina Miranda

Makeup: Meagan De La Torre

Wardrobe: KandyShopBikinis.com
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August 2010 issue of LOWRIDER and the other, 

which is still under construction.  

Ask any lowrider enthusiast and they’ll 

be sure to tell you that the one thing harder 

than tracking rare parts is dealing with a nag-

ging wife so as the old adage goes, “A happy 

wife means a happy life,” and Richard was 

sure to give his wife the gift that’ll keep on 

giving. That gift? A ’65 Impala. “My wife has 

always supported me with building cars” says 

Richard. He adds, “I felt that it was time that I 

did something for her so I bought the car and 

brought it home as a surprise for her.” 

The Impala, which was purchased from 

his boss, was treated to a full restoration and 

after spending nearly a year tracking down 

all the parts required for the re-up, he began 

the restoration himself in the garage. “I work 

fulltime so everyday after work and on the 

weekends I would work on the car. But when 

the kids played sports, I skip those week-

end,” says Richard. In all, the build took eight 

months to complete and he’d not only like to 

thank his wife and kids for the support but 

also Bowtie Classics out of Lincoln, California.

In closing, this car truly is a blessing in 

disguise and it pays homage not only to his 

uncles and cousins that influenced his drive 

to build lowriders but also his immediate fam-

ily for supporting his passion. Richard would 

also like to extend a dedication to his good 

friend, Paul Davis of Bowtie Classics, who 

passed away last year. Q

FOR MORE OF THIS LOWRIDER FEATURE, CRUISE ON 

OVER TO www.lowridermagazine.com
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TECH SPECS

Vehicle Year/Make/Model: 1965 
Chevrolet Impala
Vehicle Nickname: Mrs. Impala
Owner: Denise Lopez
City/State: Reno, Nevada
Club: Tradicionals
Engine: John Figoni of Figoni Racing in 
Reno, NV, installed the 383-stroker engine 
from a ’98 Chevy with a 350 transmis-
sion. Street Fighter TCI, Edelbrock 600 
CFM carburetor & intake, GM Performance 
valve covers, March Performance Pulleys 
serpentine system & air cleaner, MSD 
electronic ignition, Optima red top battery, 
Billet Specialties wire loom/oil pan/trans-
mission pan, BeCool three core polished 
radiator, Flex-A-Lite cooling fan.
Body/Paint: Richard Lopez of Lopez 
Brothers in Reno, NV, did the bodywork 
and sprayed the Spies Hecker dark brahma 
jewel paint on it and let Armando Serrano 
of Psychotic Customs lay multicolor candy 
and pearl patters on top, he also pinstriped 
it and added the day of the dead mural. 

Wheels/Tires: 13x7-inch cross lace 
Zenith and Firestone 155/80/13
Interior: Once the I Did It steering 
column, Billet Specialty steering wheel and 
Dakota Digital gauges were installed, Bob 
Ketner of Bobs Custom Upholstery in Reno, 
NV, stepped in and took care of stitching 
together the leather interior with suede 
headliner.
Sound System: Richard of Lopez 
Brothers in Reno, NV, installed the all-
Alpine sound system.
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T
he SEMA Show does for car enthusiasts what Art Laboe does 

for music lovers, in short, they provide everything you’ve ever 

wanted and will ever need. From rims and tires to replacement 

body panels and the latest in performance parts, the SEMA (Specialty 

Equipment Market Association) Show has become an annual tradition

for the LOWRIDER staff and we’re here to share with you the highlights

of this phenomenal show.

With over 2,000 exhibitors and more than 150,000 attendees,

SEMA has become a central hub for the industries finest to show-

case their latest and greatest. So just how big is this show? SEMA

has become the largest gathering of aftermarket retailers and they

remain the pinnacle show which represents an industry which hit 

$31.3 billion in 2012, up from less than $28 billion during the depths of 

the recession in 2009. That said, this is the mother ship of all shows 

and the governing body which helps push new products, legislation 

all while having fun doing so. 

After perusing the hundreds of cars showcased in the parking 

lot our first stop was the CFR Performance booth to check out their 

classy ’66 Impala from the Majestics on display. The Impala sported 

their chrome pulleys and high polished radiators and one look at the 

craftsmanship of each piece made it clearly evident that lots of love 

was put into the crafting of each piece. Outside of the main hall, we 

then paid a visit to the Axalta booth. Inside, they had a custom paint-

ed ’64 Impala which was also displayed in full effect. The car created 

plenty of traffic for the Axalta booth and when it comes to paint and 

custom cars, it’s a no brainer that lowriders still remain unmatched in 

terms of complexity, shine and organized chaos. 

Outside of SEMA, Axalta also had the Jae Bueno project wagon on 

display and a custom ’63 convertible. Among the other lowriders in 

attendance was a candy green ’68 Impala from Lifestyle in the PPG 

booth as well as about a dozen more lowriders which were scattered 

throughout the show. As each year passes the popularity of lowrid-

ing has become clearly evident and it’s good to see that it has also 

influenced other industries in terms of styling cues. Take for example 

the Anest Iwata booth which hosted a few lowrider artists along with 

several painted guns and accessories. The intricate paint schemes 

have become an art and it’s good to see our culture being embraced 

with open arms.

This year the LS market exploded as most of the top builds fea-

tured LS base engines. Manufactures also developed parts for that 

growing market. One of them was Classic Performance Products that 

featured an adjustable motor mount. These new motor mounts will 

IT’S THE ONE SHOW THAT MAKES GROWN MEN CRY, 

AND THE ONLY SHOW THAT’LL MAKE YOU THINK

ABOUT BLOWING YOUR KID’S COLLEGE FUND. 

SEMA 2013
Story and Photos By Saul Vargas
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allow you to bolt your LS engine in place

without having to guess which motor mount 

adapters to use. In addition, the kit is built 

in the USA and each piece is laser cut and

backed by plenty of R&D thus insuring a

trouble-free install. 

RestoMod Air had their new billet drive kit 

for the LS as well as March Performance and

EMS. MSD showed off their new LS manage-

Painless Performance show cased their own.

Holley was not to be left behind as they an-

nounced bolt-on brackets to make the stock 

pulleys usable on most engine transplants. 

With all of us realizing that the LS engine 

will be the next small-block it is time to look 

into the future with any of these companies 

that stepped it up for the LS market. 

If motors and heavy breathing add ons 

weren’t your forte then the South Hall was 

sure to get your wheels turning. Inside, the 

South Hall was packed with the hottest 

wheels and tires for 2014 but rather than 

bore you with more text we’ll let the pictures 

do the talking. That said, the SEMA Show 

never fails and once again it showcased the 

strength of the car culture not only as a hob-

by but as an industry which will continue to 

evolve while influencing new enthusiasts 

and styles each year. �Q

  

ment control kit, while other companies like 



(877)366-5543
406 33rd Avenue South   Waite Park, MN 56387

www.universalcarlifts.com

B Body Gorilla Kit $1049

G Body Gorilla Kit $1049

A Body Gorilla Kit $1049

Big Rim Dust Shields 22” to 32”

Prices subject to change and do not include shipping & handling. Returns subject to 35% restocking fee. 

All returns must have restocking number or will be refused. Please call with any questions. 
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B Body Lift Spindles $579

G Body Lift Spindles $395

Crown Vic Lift Spindles $Call

Wheel Adaptors 

Starting at  

$220 / set of four

Bolt-on Lambo Doors $895

Weld-on Lambo Doors $474

Automatic Lambo Kits $795

B Body Front Arms $319

G Body Front Arms $319

A Body Front Arms $319

Crown Vic Front Arms $399

B Body Rear Arms $269

G Body Rear Arms $269

A Body Rear Arms $269

Crown Vic Rear Arms $299

Cross $149

Impala $149

Bowtie $149

Slotted $149

Weeds $249

Crossdrill $149

Blank $84

Money $149

71-76 Caprice, Impala, Delta 88

78-88 Monte Carlo, Cutlass, Regal

91-96 Caprice, Roadmaster, Impala

91-04 Crown Vic, Marquee, Towncar

Most Front Wheel Drive Cars

Charger, Magnum, and 300c

Lift Kit for 24” to 26” Rims $769

Lift Kit for 22” or 24” Rims $769

Lift Kit for 22” to 24” Rims $769

Lift Kit for 22” to 26” Rims $879

Lift Kit for 22” to 24” Rims $99

Lift Kit for 22” to 24” Rims $195

Lift Kit for 26” to 28” Rims $1369

Lift Kit for 24” to 26” Rims $1369

Lift Kit for 24” to 28” Rims $1369

Lift Kit for 26” to 32” Rims $2995

Lift Kit for 24” to 28” Rims $689

Lift Kit for 30” to 32” Rims $2395

Lift Kit for 28” to 32” Rims $2395

Lift Kit for 28” to 32” Rims $2395

Lift Kit for 24” to 26” Rims $599

Lexani LSS-10

22x9 $549

24x9 $699

26x10 $779

28x10 $1289

Lexani Johnson-II

22x9 $549

24x9 $699

26x10 $779

28x10 $1289

30x10 $1799

Lexani Advocate

22x9.5 $549

24x10 $699

26x10 $779

28x10 $1289

Lexani Radiant

24x10 $699

26x10 $779

28x10 $1289

Lexani Tattoo

24x9 $1349

26x10 $1569

28x10 $2449

Lexani R-SIX

20x8.5 $449

22x9 $549

24x10 $699

26x10 $779

Lexani LF-704

22x9 $1189

24x9 $1349

26x10 $1569

Lexani LX-10

22x9 $549

24x9.5 $699

26x9.5 $779

Asanti 806

28x10 $2579

30x10 $2949

32x10 $4399

34x10 $Call

Lexani LSD-4

24x9 $1349

26x10 $1569

28x10 $2449

Asanti 821

28x10 $2579

30x10 $2949

32x10 $4399

34x10 $Call

Lexani Tristo

24x10 $699

26x10 $779

Lexani LSS-55

22x9 $549

24x9 $699

26x10 $779

28x10 $1289

30x8.5 $1799

Asanti AF-186

24x9 $1349

26x10 $1639

28x10 $2579

30x10 $2949

Lexani LX-2

22x9 $549

24x9 $699

26x10 $779

28x10 $1289

Asanti 815

26x9 $1639

28x10 $2579

30x10 $2949

32x10 $4399

Asanti AF-185

26x10 $1639

28x10 $2579

30x10 $2949

32x10 $4399

Lexani Lust

26x10 $779

28x10 $1289

30x10 $1799

32x10 $2099

Lexani Tires

$129 235/35/R20

$139 235/30/R22

$139 265/35/R22

$219 275/25/R24

$259 275/25/R26

$299 295/25/R28

$399 315/20/R30

$1299 305/25/R32

Economy Tires

$169 265/25/R22

$129 235/30/R22

$189 275/25/R24

$159 245/30/R24

$239 275/25/R26

$209 295/30/R26

$299 275/25/R28

$359 275/25/R30

$1159 305/25/R32

Pirelli Scorpion Zero

$259 235/30/R20

$309 255/30/R22

$339 295/30/R22

$369 275/25/R24

$359 255/30/R24

$419 295/25/R26

$629 295/25/R28

$879 315/30/R30

Bumper Nuts $22

B Body Brake Upgrade $1600

G Body Brake Upgrade $1600

A Body Brake Upgrade $1600

Universal Car Lift 

Space Kit $64

Comes With Install DVD

B Body Lift Springs $239

G Body Lift Springs $239

A Body Lift Springs $239



S
ome young lowriding men and 

women may work very hard at 

their job to bring in that extra 

cash not only to support their kids and 

pay their bills, but also to invest in 

fixing up their ride. With money tight, 

it could take some time to get that 

ride done to the point where they’re 

satisfied. This can be frustrating for 

those who just want to be done already 

with their automotive project and hit 

the cruise strip. For those people we 

say, just hang in there! One day soon 

enough, your kids will be grown, you’ll 

have your ride done and ready to cruise 

at anytime, and you’ll be retired and 

living in an area that might be of a 

more relaxed atmosphere. From there, 

you can kick back and just do what 

you want to do and enjoy life. A fine 

example of that way of living would 

be Louie and Cynthia Rojas, a longtime 

married couple living happily in Bull-

head City, Arizona.

The Colorado River runs along the 

Nevada-Arizona border. Bullhead City 

sits on the east side of the river in this 

desert community and on the west 

side sits Laughlin, Nevada, a popular 

gaming destination where numer-

ous casinos were built right along the 

river’s banks. 

Story and Photos By Dustin “Volo” Pedder 

SPECIAL AND 
DELUXE
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Coming from the Inland Empire area of 

Southern California, Louie and Cynthia made 

their move out to Bullhead City in search of 

a fun but slower-paced life in an area that 

boasts an abundance of mostly-sunny warm 

days throughout the year. With retirement 

in full effect, the couple was able to focus 

their attention on the rare ’41 Chevy Special 

Deluxe they had recently acquired. Within 

just three years, they turned the classic auto 

into a head-turning classy lowriding Bomb.

With connections to the lowrider scene 

in Southern California and management 

officials at the Tropicana Laughlin Hotel & 

Casino, Louie and Cynthia saw the perfect 

ingredients for an epic car show event that 

would be fun for the whole family every 

year. With time on their hands, the duo em-

barked on their own business venture called 

Happy Times Events, a promotions company 

that would be the vehicle to bring the oasis 

event they envisioned to life. It was perfect, 

too … the Tropicana would provide the hotel 

stay for the out-of-town car show enthusi-

asts and vendors. It would also serve as the 

perfect outdoor venue for the car show to 

be held, and it would provide air-conditioned 

gaming fun on the inside for those adults 

who wanted to take a break from the heat 

outside. The Colorado River provided water 

recreation and the nearby Oatman ghost 

town provided historical entertainment, 

both great for kids. The area simply offered a 

lot to do for a family who just wanted to get 

away for the weekend.

Louie and Cynthia have now been doing 

their car show event for quite some time and 

it draws in visitors from Southern California, 

Las Vegas, Nevada, and various Arizona met-

ropolitan areas. Their annual Cinco de Mayo 

weekend event has made them somewhat of 

a celebrity couple not only among the lowrid-

ing crowd, but also among the locals. It’s not 

hard to miss their ‘41 Chevy rolling up and 

down the highway!  Q

FOR MORE OF THIS LOWRIDER FEATURE, CRUISE ON 

OVER TO www.lowridermagazine.com

   



NO CREDIT CHECK
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH! INSTANT APPROVAL!
ALL 50 STATES OK !! Apply Online Only at audiocityusa.com
*Must have an open CHECKING ACCOUNT. *Must gross more then $1000/mo *Self Employed Welcome

AC55                             D1-BM                        D1-VT-BK                      D1-VT                         VC12                           VC11BM                          IROC                             IROC-BM                            VC29

7” Huge Lip Wheels   22” - $899, 24”- $1099,  $26”- $1599

26” Giovanna Wheels  $1999Lexani Special!!

R7 BM                    R12                       R14                 Johnson               LSS10                          R4                    R6 BM          Lust Orange Santorni BK      Santorni BM  Santorni RED

AC Forged 3Pc Custom Wheel   19” 20” 22” 24” (Staggered) 40% OFF !!

AC SPLIT5         AC SPLIT5             AC312 BK               AC312             AC313BK GOLD      AC313 SATIN             AC315                 AC320BK         AC SPLIT10 BK    AC SPLIT10 SATIN

BMW Wheels & Tires PKG (Staggered)   19” -$1199  20”-$1399

      M5 GM                       KT                         LK4-BK              M5-536 BK             PEURTO BK      SARDINIA SIL          ST607 SIL               X1 BMC                     X1 SMC                    X23 BMC

22” BMW Wheels & Tires PKG (Staggered)      $1499                                             $1799

        D1-BK                D1-BM                         V39                      X1 SMC                X23 BMC               CV14 RED                CV14 BM Puerto BK         GT1 SILVR        GT1 BLK

FINANCE YOUR WHEELS



TECH SPECS
Owner: Louie & Cynthia Rojas
Vehicle: 1941 Chevy Special Deluxe
City/State: Bullhead City, Arizona
Engine: 1941 216-cid, six-cylinder with 
three-speed transmission was built by Hugo & 
Sons in Rialto, CA.
Body/Paint: Good friend, Barry, of Rialto, 
took on the duty of doing the bodywork and 
paint on this ’41, using an alluring red rose 
metallic color.  
Interior: Evans Upholstery, the long run-
ning business located in San Bernardino, CA, 
handled the re-upholstery needs, covering the 
seats in a luxurious tan material. Owner, Cyn-
thia, did the dashboard and window frames. 
Sound System: An under-the-dash 
Pioneer head unit provides the oldies music for 
the cruise nights.
Setup: Jimmy of Shot Callerz Customs in 
Rialto installed an airbag setup in the trunk, 
powered by one Optima battery. The setup 
allows the front and rear ends to lift with the 
hit of a dash-mounted switch.
Tires: 5.60 Silvertown wide whitewalls
Wheels: OG crossbar hubcaps
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LATIN 

CELEBRATING 

THREE 

DECADES

CAR CLUB 

W
hile it may be hard to believe how 
fast time flies; Latin World Car
Club (Los Angeles Chapter) has

recently hit their 30-year anniversary. The 
three-decade milestone saw 30 years fly by 
in the blink of an eye—especially for some
of the long-time members. Nonetheless, the
club celebrated the momentous occasion by
throwing a picnic event in the city of South
Gate, California, in which over 500 people
came to see nice cars, eat great food, and 
listen to good music.

Latin World was established on November
14, 1982. Founder and current President,
Tony Gomez, was one of the organizers of

this grand event and he called upon the
club’s other chapters to come down and help
support the milestone picnic. Members from 
the Bakersfield, Phoenix, Avondale, and San
Antonio chapters drove or flew in to the area
as they were sure not to miss this important 
event. 

Tony gives thanks to all the clubs who
came out to support the celebration; such as
Stylistics, Solo Riders, Our Image, Illustrious, 
Vintage Bombs, Way of Life, Viejitos, High
Class, Westside Famlia, La Gente, South 
Bound, Our Style, Sick Side, O.G. Classics,
Street Style, Forever Clowning, and Pharaohs.
He also gives thanks to all other clubs that

were present whom he might have forgotten 
to mention. Tony gives special thanks to Latin 
World members and their families and sends 
his gratitude to the sponsors, such as the
American Legion South Gate, who graciously 
allowed the club to use the park for the picnic. 

You can follow the club’s past and upcom-
ing events through their Facebook page by 
looking up “Latin World Car Club” on Face-
book’s search feature.Q

FOR MORE OF THIS LOWRIDER FEATURE, CRUISE ON 

OVER TO www.lowridermagazine.com

  
Story and Photos By Dustin “Volo” Pedder
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...is just STOCK! 

Anything else... 

Shimrin2 Coast to Coast Compliant Kustom Finishing System (vehicle pictured): 
Undercoat - KD3000 Kustom DTS Foundation Surfacer /Sealer.  Basecoat - Shimrin2 FX 
Karrier Bases S2-00 Trans Nebulae, S2-03 Galaxy Gray, S2-08 Eclipse Orange, S2-25 
Bright White. Shimrin2 Effect Pacs S2-FX03 Metalume Medium, S2-FX64 Copper Penny, 
S2-FX22 Sterling Silver.  Kandy - UKK01 Urethane Kandy Karrier with KK01 Brandywine, 
KK08 Tangerine.  Pinstripe - U04 Orange and U07 Chrome Yellow. Clear - USC01 Kosmic 
Urethane Show Klear.

Shimrin2 Kustom Kulture Info - s2HOKinfo.srp@valspar.com

Explore 1000’s of new Kolor Trends - www.houseofkolor.com

Valspar Automotive Group - 701 S. Shiloh Rd., Garland, TX 75042 - ©2013 The Valspar Corpoartion

Jim Hetzler

“The pearls POP and the 
Kandys EXPLODE...
Shimrin2 is amazing!!!
Photos don't even come 
close to the actual colors. 
Shimrin2 will Rule!!”

JC Hetz Studio



TOP DOWN &  

DESERT HOT

G
rowing up in Anchorage, Alaska, one

wouldn’t think that lowriding would

have a presence in even the slightest 

form but Steve Gingrich would be the first

to tell us otherwise. In fact, Steve distinctly

remembers his brother heading out to 

Northern Lights Boulevard in a ’67 Impala to

cruise with his friends, and in a few joyous 

moments he even remembers having the

opportunity to tag a long for the ride. That 

said, those moments changed his life forever

and since then he’s taken a ride which still 

hasn’t ended. 

After moving to Arizona in 1996, Steve

was able to acquire his very own ’64 Impala

Super Sport hardtop, but it wasn’t what he 

ultimately wanted. In his heart, he just really

wanted to enjoy the warm sunny days with a 

topless Impala and that vision soon become a 

reality when some years later he was able to 

trade his ’64 for a ’70 Impala ragtop. Without 

hesitation, Steve jumped at the chance and 

the deal was made.

Over the next three years, Steve began

the makeover of his ’70 convertible, chroming

out the undercarriage and rebuilding the mo-

tor. A custom airbag suspension was installed

allowing the ride to rise up or sit slammed. 

A booming stereo system was installed and 

a set of chrome wire wheels and whitewall 

tires were put on to give the Impala the defin-

ing traditional lowrider look.

Steve gives big thanks to his girlfriend,

Blanca Castro, for her support as he spent 

many hours away out in the garage. Steve

says he is happy with where his ride is now,

but he does have plans to do more custom-

izations to it soon, like adding patterns to

the paintjob. For now, Steve’s ride definitely

catches attention, as it is one of the very 

few classic convertible lowriders in the Fort 

Mohave valley! Q

Story and Photos By Dustin “Volo” Pedder
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TECH SPECS
Owner: Steven Gingrich
Vehicle: 1970 Chevy Impala
City/State: Fort Mohave, AZ
Club: Sueños Locos
Engine: 1970 Chevy 350-cid V-8 built 
by Josh Edwards of Independent Street 
Rods in Fort Mohave. 
Body/Paint: With the body still nice 
and straight, a custom mix of copper and 
orange was chosen as the exterior’s color. 
Interior: Stock black leather.
Sound System: A Pioneer head unit 
belts out the tunes through two Kicker 
amplifiers, Kicker mid-range speakers, and 
four Kicker woofers.
Setup: Street Fame Customs in Albu-
querque, NM, installed an airbag setup 
consisting of three chrome five-gallon 
tanks and two Viair 480s.
Tires: 155/80/13 Uniroyal whitewall
Wheels: 13x7-inch 88-spoke Dayton
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Story By “Texas Ed” Zamarron 
Photos By Fernando Deanda

AN IMPALAS CAR 
CLUB PROMOTION

I
n recent years there has been a resurgence of car clubs in the 
Permian Basin area, with a united focus on their communities 
through fundraisers, local car shows, and toy drives. The Impalas 

car club, Midland chapter, decided to make their presence known this 
year by presenting a larger scale event with partial proceeds to be 
donated to a local child with NMO Disease (Devic’s Syndrome). “With 
only a few months into preparing for our first car show, it looked like 
we had everything dialed in by show time …,” mentions club rep Eric 
Mancha, who added, “… everything but the weather.” The events 

planned were not immune to the heavy rains predicted throughout 
the weekend; the severe weather definitely challenged the club’s 
patience and fortitude on their first outing. However, as many West 
Texans know, “If you don’t like the weather, wait five minutes—it will 
change.” With a stroke of luck and some well wishes, the weather 
decided to have a change of heart on Saturday morning, September 
28, for a great sun-filled show at the Midland Horseshoe Complex. 

Wimpy’s Customs headed up the car hop competition with over 
a dozen entries striving to take home not only bragging rights, but 

WEST TEXAS 
BLVD CAR SHOW
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also a $400 prize in each category. After an 

impressive showing by all of the competitors 

in the hop pit, the top Street Class winner 

was Josh Mancha of Low Obsession and the 

Radical Class champion was Sergio Ramirez 

of TruRydaz, both taking the Tall City titles to 

neighboring Odessa. After the hop, specta-

tors were treated to the Vision Audio sound 

off, a washer-pitching tournament organized 

by Roland Stone with $600 in prize money 

to be had. In addition, there was also an 

arena showcasing the area’s best builds with 

custom rides coming in from as far away as 

Lubbock and San Antonio.

After the judges’ tabulations, the show’s 

top winners were given to Julian “Juju” Gonza-

les of Midtown’s Finest for the Best Bike cat-

egory and Lupe Palacio’s full-custom Monte 

Carlo of USO West Texas took home Best of 

Show. Around midday, a concert kicked off 

with area rap artists, including local favorite 

SMUC. Headlining the show was H-town’s 

own Flatline and Dirty3rd recording artist 

Charlie Boy featuring tracks from his latest 

compilation CD “Still Here”.

Impalas of Midland wish to thank all the 

local sponsors, Basin Graphics of Midland, 

and especially the “Impala Mamas” in helping 

make the inaugural show a complete success. 

Be sure to mark your calendar for July 19 to 

be a part of the second Annual event! Paz, 

Tejas. Q

FOR MORE OF THIS LOWRIDER FEATURE, CRUISE ON 

OVER TO www.lowridermagazine.com
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BAGGER & CUSTOM 

MOTORCYCLE SHOW

IN ASSOCIATION WITH 

FAMILY EVENT
$35 ADULTS • $15 YOUTHS

KIDS 12 & UNDER FREE

Nite Owl
PROMOTIONS

PRESENTS

W I T H  M O R E  T H A N 

 IN CASH 

& PRIZES

I N C L U D E S :

BEST IN SHOW 1, 2, 3 PLACE
WIN A SHARE OF $2,200

BEST PAINT $500 • BEST ENGINE $500

BEST UPHOLSTERY $500 

MOST CLUB PARTICIPATION $250

LONGEST DISTANCE $100 

FOR BIKE SHOW DETAILS/ APPLICATIONS/ VENDORS

CONTACT: CARLOS SANCHEZ  NITE OWL PRO. (505) 231-0711 OR

CLIFF CASTLE CASINO - DANNY GUTIERREZ (928) 592-3136

Flagstaff

Phoenix

Camp Verde
Exit 289

40

10

17

cliffcastlecasinohotel.com
I-17, Exit 289 · Camp Verde, AZ

Concert

DAZZ BAND 
RAY CARRION & 

LATIN ALL STARS 
F E A T U R I N G

ERSI ARVIZU - EL CHICANO

RICHARD BEAN 

STEVE SALAS - TIERRA

TEX NAKAMURA - WAR

ROCKY PADILLA - JOE BATAAN BAND

A L S O  A P P E A R I N G

SUNNY OZUNA - SUNNY & THE SUNLINERS

     WILLIE G. - THEE MIDNITERS

HOSTED & 

SPECIAL APPEARANCE  BY

  

MC MAGIC

The

The

- MALO
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ALL ABOUT CLASSIC

T
here’s no denying that once the lowrid-

ing bug has bitten you, it’s impossible 

to find a cure. For Mike Ramirez of 

Moreno Valley, lowriding has been in his 

blood for as long as he can remember. Growing 

up with older brothers who cherished their 

classics more than any other possession, 

Mike knew that he wanted to follow in their 

footsteps. By the age of 17, Mike was lucky 

enough to score a ’61 Impala hardtop for his 

very first ride. Although Mike may have ap-

preciated that ’61, he found himself running 

through cars faster than most young men. 

Mike’s collection ended up including a ’65 Im-

pala convertible and even a ’48 Chevy Bomb. 

Finally, with some patience and an urge to 

finally settle down, he landed on the beauti-

ful car featured here, a ’64 Chevy Impala 

convertible known as “Dedicated 6-Fo.”

This was the car that Mike had every 

intention on dedicating to his niece, Yessenia 

Ramirez, who was very dear to him. Mike re-

calls a fond memory of driving Yessenia to her 

Quincenera back in 2000 in his ’65 Impala and 

how much she enjoyed sharing those rides 

in her Uncle’s lowrider. Years later, when she 

was planning her wedding, Mike promised 

her that he would drive her on her big day in 

another convertible lowrider, just as they did 

when she was just a young girl. Heartbreak-

ingly, Yessenia never had the chance to share 

that special ride with her Uncle Mike. She was 

diagnosed with cancer at an untimely age, 

which moved quickly through her body, tak-

ing her life in 2005.

Although they never were able to cele-

brate her wedding day, Mike still felt the need 

to fulfill his promise, as he knew Yessenia 

was looking down from above, smiling at his 

efforts. Mike started the search for a convert-

ible worthy of Yessenia’s memory and ended 

up meeting Leo Sierra who had a ’64 ragtop 

Story and Photos By Dustin “Volo” Pedder 
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TECH SPECS

Owner: Mike Ramirez 

Vehicle: 1964 Chevy Impala convertible

City/State: Moreno Valley, California 

Club: Lo Nuestro, Inland Empire Chapter 

Engine: 1964 Chevrolet 327-cid V-8 built up 

by Jerry Kamimura at Pacific Engines in Covina, 

CA. Brian at Jerl’s Mufflers in Riverside, CA, 

installed a new exhaust system.

Body/Paint: Lupe at Rufino’s Auto Body in 

Riverside did the major bodywork before laying 

down a DuPont charcoal grey finish. Apolonio 

of AB Polishing in Montclair, CA, handled all 

chrome plating needs.

Interior: Javier Silva of El Socio in Tijuana, 

Mexico, handled the upholstery needs, redoing 

them to the original design, but done in leather 

and velvet (instead of all vinyl).

Sound System: Luis Rios of Moreno Valley 

took care of Mike’s audio needs, installing a Sony 

head unit and amplifier and a pair of Pioneer 

tweeters, 6x9-inch midrange speakers, and 

10-inch Panasonic woofers.

Setup: Mike Ramirez’s own Ramirez Classics 

in Moreno Valley, CA, lowered the stock suspen-

sion down two inches all around.

Tires: Premium Sportway 5.20s

Wheels: Dayton 14x7-inch 72-spoke

available for sale. There’s no doubt that it 

was a project vehicle and coming from the 

East Coast it was full of rust, but Mike was 

determined to turn it into a gem. Mike and his 

brothers were willing to take on the project 

feet first no matter what the cost and effort 

was needed to complete it. As Mike and his 

brothers call it, the “Ramirez Classics” shop 

(in Mike’s garage) started full-speed ahead at 

the project. Their first task was pulling out 

the original 327 V-8 engine and power glide 

transmission and working their way onward 

from there. The car was completely taken 

apart and then dropped off over at Rufino’s 

Auto Body. Once at Rufino’s, the sheet metal 

work was completed and the body was made 

straight and ready for paint. The frame was 

sandblasted and coated by Mike himself, 

before reinstalling a variety of restored or 

brand-new components. Engine, transmis-

sion, upholstery, exhaust, and just about 

everything else that could be thought of, was 

also restored or replaced until the 6-Fo Rag 

was ready for its new debut and no doubt, the 

approval of Yessenia. 

Of course, Mike gives big thanks to the Man 

above for allowing him to make this build 

a reality and honor his niece’s memory. A 

special thank you goes to his brother, David 

Ramirez, for all of the positive feedback 

throughout the process of this Impala’s res-

toration. Mike hopes that his niece, Yessenia, 

will continue to ride with him in spirit, may 

she rest in peace.  Q

FOR MORE OF THIS LOWRIDER FEATURE, CRUISE ON 

OVER TO www.lowridermagazine.com
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Story and Photos By Beto Mendoza

SOUTHERN 
ROYALTY
IN THIS GAME IT’S 

ALL ABOUT ROYALTY, 

LOYALTY, AND THE 

PASSION TO BUILD 

YOUR DREAMS. 

Bicycle

EST. 1977
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I
t’s been said that you can judge a man by 
the company he keeps, but the same holds 
true when it comes to his hobbies. When 

one person explores a new interest it’s sure to 
arouse the curiosity of his friends and in this 
case, one man’s hobby turned a trio of friends 
into an award-winning trifecta known best 
for their custom bike builds.

It all started in 2011 when Ruben Perez 
purchased his first bike. “My first boy had a 
pedal car that we took to shows, so I wanted 
to get something for my second son, so he 
could have something of his own.” Within 
three months Ruben had already picked up a 
bike and got a ton of work done but unfortu-
nately his attentions were needed elsewhere 
so he didn’t put the bike back together until 

almost two year s after he purchased it.
During that time, Ruben and good friends 

Gabriel and Carlos would always talk about 
cars and bikes and soon enough Gabriel built a 
bike for his 4-year-old daughter. Soon enough, 
the bike, which began as a rough canvas, was 
then slowly transformed into a masterpiece 
built in toddler proportions. With painted 
hubs, two-tone seats extra pin striping; this 
was just the start of more things to come.

Shortly thereafter, it was time for Carlos to 
get into the mix and he’ll be the first to admit 
that he was bit by the bug. “I got [this] bike for 
my son’s third birthday and I got the idea from 
Ruben and Gabriel,” says Carlos Santamaria. 
The bike, which he found in Hemet, California, 
was purchased for $20 and it was that initial 

purchase, which would soon have Carlos 
dedicated to the quality build you see here.

Since then, the trio have continued to 
sweep their respective categories at shows 
throughout the nation and not only do these 
bikes serve as great representation of the 
style and finesse of their club Southern 
Royalty, but they also double as a great case 
study in the power of friendship, the influ-
ence of lowrider culture as well as the family 
values which power the evolutionary spirit of 
the culture we all love. Q
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in Anaheim, CA, used candy red while Mike 

Lamberson of Draggin Lines in Riverside, CA, 

added the leafing and stripping.

Interior: Manny of Manny’s Creations in 

Anaheim.

PURPLELICIOUS

Owner: Samantha Cabrera

City/State: Montebello, California

Club: Southern Royalty

Body/Paint: Universal Powder Coating 

used candy purple while Mike Lamberson 

of  Draggin Lines in Riverside, CA, added the 

leafing and stripping.

Interior: North Hollywood Auto Uphol-

stery in North Hollywood, CA, stitched the 

white and purple vinyl seat.

CHARLIE’S GREEN 

Owner: Charlie Santamaria

City/State: Riverside, California

Club: Southern Royalty

Body/Paint: B&B Powder Coating and 

Mike Lamberson (Draggin Lines) added the 

leafing and stripping.

Interior: Mike of Mike’s Upholstery in 

Riverside, CA.

Owner: Danny Perez

City/State: Anaheim, California

Club: Southern Royalty

Body/Paint: Kustom Chrome & Polish 

TERRIBLE TWOS:
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Story and Photos By Beto Mendoza

DECADES IN 
THE GAME

PAINTING HIS PATHWAY TO SUCCESS

T
o do what you love is to never work a day in your life, and for Freddy Alfaro it’s all 

a dream come true. As a child, Freddy used to draw figures from his favorite comic 

book but fast forward to present day and he’s been doing art on a professional 

level for well over twenty years. 

When asked about the learning curves he faced, his reply was humble as he said, “I had 

to learn the hard way. I learned with plenty of trial and error.” He also adds “At the time I got 

involved there was no one teaching or showing you how to airbrush so I took it upon myself 

to learn.” Through constant practice, his skill set developed and soon enough, he found him-

self  tinkering with a lowrider bike that he wanted to build for his daughter. After prepping 

the bike, it was finally time to shoot it and once the paint hit the frame it became an instant 

addiction that Freddy fell in love with. “I just fell in love with it (automotive paint),” says 

Freddy. “I started hitting up anybody that would let me airbrush on their car and it was good 

to mesh my passion for art, paint and automobiles.”  

As with most air brush artists, the humble beginnings of his career was spent airbrush-

ing T-shirts at the local swap meet but when presented with his first opportunity to add a 

mural to a lowrider, he jumped on the chance and hasn’t looked back since. Freddy’s story is 

one which is definitely inspiring, but ask anyone who’s turned a hobby into a profession and 

they’ll most likely tell you that it was all a dream come true. Of course, every career has that 

one pivotal point that they can remember and for Freddy it has to be the work he performed 

on Loco ’64. It was that vehicle which catapulted his career and his continued dedication 

to his craft and has the streets talking and making him one of the go-to guys in Northern 

Cali when it comes to murals. Be sure to check out his art and always remember these two 

simple rules when building your ride:

1. Catch a budget and break bread. 

2. Cheap art ain’t good and good art ain’t cheap. 
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Pendletons  |  Winos  |  Charlie Browns  |  Stacy Adams
Brims  |  Old Timer Slacks  |  Red Liners  |  & More 

3405 Tweedy Blvd
South Gate, CA 90280
(323) 566-5124

www.GREENSPANS.com
@OGGREENSPANS

Insta
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Model

Jenn (Instagram: 

@modeljennbock)

Story and Photos By Dustin “Volo” Pedder

’59 IMPALA BY DESIGN

PLAN
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T
here’s a saying that the apple doesn’t

fall far from the tree and this was defi-

nitely the case for Will Bunch of San

Diego. Growing up in a household governed 

by custom cars which were built by both his

father and uncles, Will learned plenty and the 

impressions forged into his mind created yet 

another lowrider enthusiast who was bit by

the bug. “They were always working on their

cars and growing up around that made quite 

an impression on me,” says Will.

Influenced by the aura of candy paint and

chrome, he was naturally attached and since

then he’s already been through a handful of

cars including multiple hydraulic hoppers, 

a Cutlass, a Towncar and a handful of Cadil-

lacs. Will says he currently has a ’70 Impala

convertible, but it is his ’59 Impala hardtop

that seems to be getting the spotlight nowa-

days. Known as “Game Plan”, Will recently 

busted out with this head-turning all-yellow 

classic and he says in the few shows he has

attended, the car has earned him a small col-

lection of trophies and awards already.

Looking at the ’59 now, it’s quite amazing 

to see how it transformed over the restora-

tion. Will says he had found the car for sale

on a lowriding website called layitlow.com. 

The car was located in San Jose, California,

and it was in pretty rough condition, similar 

to something out of an old junkyard. To Will’s

credit though, the car was a California car and

therefore didn’t have much of a rust problem

and the body was fairly straight. Will may not 

be balling and have a ton of cash on hand, but

with his fulltime job and his acquired hands-

on skills with cars, he was able to complete

the ’59 with a fair and reasonable amount of

dough. 

Will gives thanks to his special lady, Christine, 

and their two daughters Ariana and Anaiya 

for their love and support. Will also sends out 

thanks to the members of his club, Straight

Game car club, Roger at Endless Customs,

Donald at Don Juan Customs, and Jose at SD 

Kustoms for all that they did in the buildup of 

Game Plan.Q

FOR MORE OF THIS LOWRIDER FEATURE, CRUISE ON 

OVER TO www.lowridermagazine.com   
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TECH SPECS

Owner: Will Bunch

Vehicle: 1959 Chevrolet Impala

City/State: San Diego, California

Club: Straight Game

Engine: 1985 Chevy 383 stroker V-8 

built by Will Bunch. Other features include 

Black Mountain precision 2-inch cog pul-

leys and an aluminum radiator with dual 

electric fans. 

Body/Paint: Will himself did the 

bodywork and prep before he handed over 

the car to Jose at SD Kustoms in San Diego. 

Using solids, pearls, and candies, Jose got 

down to business with this yellow color 

schemed intricate paintjob. Curly of Curly’s 

Pinstriping in Paramount, California added 

the final finishes of fine lines on the body 

and Frank of Sanchez Pinstriping in San 

Diego did the pinstriping on the frame 

and engine compartment. Danny Romero 

of Romero Custom Polishing handled all 

chrome-plating needs.

Interior: Flaco from Flaco Customs in 

San Diego put together new yellow carpet 

and paired it up with matching yellow 

leather and suede seats that feature the 

Impala flag emblems.

Sound System: Will installed the 

Retro Sound head unit, Kicker amplifier, 

Alpine equalizer, and Polk Audio 6x9-inch 

midrange speakers. One 10-inch Kicker L5 

subwoofer kicks the bass and an old school 

color bar under the dashboard visually 

lights up to the music.

Setup: Roger at Endless Customs in 

Lemon Grove, CA, did the work on the 

frame while Donald at Don Juan Customs 

in San Diego did work on the suspension 

and put the body onto the frame. Will 

actually took it upon himself to install the 

Black Magic three-pump hydraulic setup 

powered by nine deep cycle batteries. 

6-inch cylinders are up front and extra tall 

16-inch cylinders promise a super-high 

lockup in the back.

Tires: Coker 5.20 whitewall

Wheels: 13x7-inch 100-spoke with lock-

ing Zenith knockoffs
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O
ne of the greatest attributes of the
lowriding community is the constant
drive to give back to the places we call

home. The Lincoln Park Conservation Com-
mittee (LPCC) is a group of Chicano activists, 
organizers and community members who are 
on a mission to enrich the community that
call Lincoln Park just that: Home. The LPCC 
along with the Latin Pride Car Club work to 
create, maintain and promote Lincoln Park
and its landmark murals as well as host the 
annual “Lincoln Park Day” event, which helps 
raise money for the cause. 

The beautiful backdrop of El Chuco’s 
Chicano Park (Lincoln Park) better known in 
El Paso as “El Corazon de El Chuco” was the 
site of the 9th Annual Chicano Art and Car 
Show. This special day is a celebration of the

proclamations made by the City of El Paso
and the state of Texas recognizing the LPCC
and the park as an important symbol of the
over 80-percent Chicano/Mexican-American
population that inhabits the city. 

Lincoln Park and Chicano Park in San Diego, 
California, are both located at opposite ends 
of Aztlan and are the only two parks that sit 
under interstate highways. They both display
large, full-scale murals depicting Chicano his-
tory, traditions and images of our proud culture.
This year’s fundraising event featured a car
show, live music, dancing and the mural unveil-
ing of Gabriel S. Gaytan’s No. 13-Matlac-iuan-yei
mural, which is the latest addition to the park’s
famous column murals. The event is free for
the public to enjoy making it a favorite of local
families and car enthusiasts alike.

The car show, which was hosted by Latin
Pride CC of El Paso, has grown over the years
and includes car clubs from El Paso, Juarez,
Albuquerque, Odessa, San Diego, Modesto,
Las Vegas, Dallas and many other cities in the
Southwest. During this year’s event, a special
Memorial Tribute Award was given in honor of 
David Leal Sr. of Taste of Latin car club, which
was received by his family. They will continue
to give this special award to the best vehicle
that comes from out of town in his memory.
The LPCC would like to recognize the lowrider 

car clubs that support Lincoln Park and have contrib-

uted to making the murals and events possible.�Q

EL CORAZON DE  
EL CHUCO

EST. 1977

LINCOLN PARK, 

EL PASO, TEXAS
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or so he thought. 

E
very summer for nearly two decades, 

Danny Magana relives his first cruise 

down to Chicano Park with his older 

brother Alex. At that time, as a thirteen-year-

old, “I remember seeing beautiful women and 

lowriders in every direction, from that day 

I was hooked.” And for the next five years, 

Danny rode alongside Alex, and eventually 

reached legal age, got his driver’s license, and 

was ready to cruise San Diego indefinitely … 

Soon after, this Cali cruiser was renew-

ing his license at the Oklahoma DMV, as the 

Magana family was given an opportunity 

for a better life in Tulsa. The, then, 18-year-

old soon realized that his love for lowriding 

was not limited to southern Cal, and that the 

“tornado alley” of the U.S. would suffice. In 

years following, Danny gained a couple of 

street cruisers and a friendship with Willy of 

Willy’s Hydraulics. One day while reminiscing 

with Willy of his Logan Avenue adventures, 

this displaced San Diegan mentioned, “one of 

my dreams is to build a customized car that 

would be featured in LOWRIDER magazine.” 

Without delay this dream’s catcher, in the 

form of Willie, offered Danny this fully rein-

forced G-body that had been sitting behind 

his shop. Danny was familiar with this car, as 

it was used at local events as a car dancer and 

hopper in promoting Willie’s shop. A deal was 

reached and Danny’s dream to reality project 

was underway. 

Taking an unorthodox approach in his first 

build, Danny started with the interior. The as-

sumption was by the time the prepped body 

went to paint, the engine and stitching would 

be completed and ready to install; like a puz-

zle, all the pieces fitting without a problem. 

Danny’s plan for a quick build became a five-

year stretch that included issues in the build, 

funding delays, and a relocation to Texas for a 

Story By “Texas Ed’’ Zamarron

Photos By Fernando Deanda
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“SPANGLISH LIFE”



great job as an aircraft technician. So he 
headed to Dallas trailering this project, 
with completed interior pieces in tow. 
“For the next two years, I focused on my 
job while saving money to finish my car,” 
recalls Magana. When the focus reset to 
this Regal, Danny reached out to Daniel 
Serrano, President of Jokerz CC, for help 
in locating parts and as liaison to Big 
Bro’s Customs for its completion. The 
result is this stunning ride that Danny 
is proud to cruise in D-town and perhaps 
one day back in Diego.

Danny knows the completion of 

“Spanglish Life” was only possible with 
the support from wife Yessica, Daniel 
Serrano, and the Magana family, with 
sincere thanks to all. The week of this 
LRM photo shoot was extra special, as 
two days prior, Danny and Yessica were 
blessed with their first child,“ a week 
I will never forget” ends Magana. Paz, 
Tejas.  Q
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Model

Adrena Lynn



TECH SPECS

Owner: Danny Magana

Vehicle: 1982 Buick Regal

City/ State: Arlington, TX

Club: WESTSIDE CC

Body/ Paint: Body prep & firewall by 

Aurelio Sanchez (Tulsa). Heriberto Ibarra at Big 

Bro’s Customs (Dallas) sprayed a House of Kolor 

Oriental Blue over a six-color scheme. Finished 

with Frost Kustoms (Dallas) laying out the silver 

leafing and pinstripes

Engine: Custom Motors (Tulsa) replaced the 

V-6 with a V-8 attached to a 350-turbo tranny. 

Chrome components throughout, incl. Edlebrock 

700CFM intake 

Hydraulics: Willy’s Hydraulics (Rogers, AK) 

installed a four-pump chrome ProHopper setup 

w/reinforced frame 

Interior: Buddy Pruitt’s Auto Trim (Tulsa) 

stitched a three-tone Aqua Blue LeCabriolet 

style w/ Electric Blue carpet

Plating: Including chrome suspension by C&F 

Custom Chrome (Tulsa) 

Stereo: Alpine head unit with Kicker system 

installed by Shawn’s Kustoms (Arlington)

Tires: Firestone 155/80r13 

Wheels: Dayton Wire w/Oriental blue spokes 

and partial rim
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Saul’s

E
very once in a while, we here at LOW-

RIDER magazine decide that it’s time to

hit the open road and visit a few of the 

shops that we consider to be part of our ex-

tended family. The first shop that started off

our recent five-day journey was Coker Tires

of Chattanooga, Tennessee. After a peaceful

drive through some of Tennessee’s most

picturesque roads, we had the Coker factory 

finally in sight and quickly realized that Coker 

is all about making its presence known. The

company has grown to be the world’s largest

supplier of collector car tires and wheels since 

their inception in 1958. Over their 55 years 

in business, Coker Tire Company has supplied

collector vehicle enthusiasts with tires and 

wheels for countless applications and they’re 

continuing to expand in more ways than 

one. With such brands as Firestone, Michelin, 

U.S. Royal and BF Goodrich, the product line 

at Coker Tires is filled with high quality bias

ply and radial tires fit for any enthusiast or

leisure driver. 

When we pulled up to the shop we were

greeted with open arms, just as Coker Tires 

does with all of their customers. We started

off our tour in the showroom and worked 

our way to the other areas of the behemoth

complex, which included the wheel-manufac-

turing department—one of our favorite stops. 

Once we got through the wheel department, 

we took a walk through the pristine museum

and private collection that Corky Coker has

accumulated over the years which was im-

pressive to say the least. We were also given 

the opportunity to tour the warehouses 

which were stacked full of tires including our 

favorite section, the 5.20 which had a fresh

new batch of tires delivered and ready for

shipment. 

A few years ago, Coker broke into to the

lowrider market and started producing the 

SOURCE:
Coker Tires

1317 Chestnut St

Chattanooga, TN 37402

(800)251-6336

www.cokertire.com

Coker Tires
MORE THAN JUST TIRES
Story and Photos By Saul Vargas
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Coker Premium 5.20. Since their introduc-

tion of the 5.20, they have been improving it

continuously from the design to the quality 

involved in making this tire one of the best 

values for the market. With white walls that

stay white and reinforced sidewalls, this tire 

is here to stay and we’re not complaining. 

Coker Tires’ future plans include a pos-

sible radial and an even larger facility on the

West Coast that is almost fully operational, 

making it easy to ship tires to any part of the

country. However, in today’s visit we purely 

focused on the East Coast headquarters and 

the impressive tour that we received. As we

mentioned, Corky’s private car collection was 

very impressive but what was even more sur-

prising is that he opens his collection to the

public for everyone to see. If you find yourself

in the Chattanooga area, feel free to stop by

and make sure to let them know that you’ve

seen them in LOWRIDER magazine!�Q
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VEGAS FIVE-SEVEN

E
ver wish you could snag that underap-

preciated ride that’s sitting in the 

garage of someone you know? We’re 

all too familiar with the feeling of longing 

after a vehicle that we know would look and 

feel much better in our own hands. For most 

of us, the conversation typically goes some-

thing like this, “When you’re ready to get 

rid of it, let me know and I’ll take it off your 

hands—no questions asked.” That was the 

case with this ’57 Chevy, when Fidel Gallegos’ 

friend needed some quick cash and parted 

ways with the truck for a mere $2,000—mak-

ing him one happy man.

 After Fidel bought the truck it sat in his 

garage for years with just wheels and primer 

but that didn’t stop Fidel from flaunting his 

steal of a ride on the streets of Las Vegas, 

Nevada. He fondly remembers his grandkids 

asking to go for a ride in the “bumpy truck” 

as they affectionately called it. Fidel didn’t 

have the time to commit to the project until 

he fully retired from his job as a plasterer but 

once he had time on his hands, it was game 

on. As soon as he retired, his wife Yevonne 

and friends of Tiempo car club encouraged 

him to put his newfound time to good use on 

the ’57. Fidel had Joe Moreno lay down a slick 

two-tone custom paint job with some flake to 

set his ride apart from the rest of the pack on 

the Strip. It took almost eight years for Fidel 

to get his truck to its current state, but it was 

well worth the wait as is evident by the end 

Story and Photos By Juan “Kutty” Barrera
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result. Fidel still has other plans for his truck, 

but for now “Get N Down” can be found all 

over Las Vegas for local shows, school events 

and fundraisers … and possibly giving a ride 

to his Grandkids. Fidel would like to give 

special thanks to God, his wife Yevonne, Joe 

Moreno and his extended family of Tiempo 

car club Q
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NO INTEREST
Financing Available

Apply Online at
bhytire.com

Mud-Terrain T/A®  KM
Maximized traction and steering 
control in deep dirt, mud & sand.

All Terrain T/A ® KO

The race-winning standard for 
off-road performance.* 

Ballistic 814

Gianelle Puerto

Lexani LSS10

Borghini B15

Curva C7

Ballistic 845

Giovanna Mecca

Lexani LX10

Escalade Replica

Niche Targa

Ballistic 955

Giovanna Dalar

Lexani CVX44

Vossen CV1

Niche Milan

Raceline Assault

Giovanna Portofino

Lexani R3

Vossen CV3

Niche Circuit

Dcenti DW903

Giovanna Kilis

Lexani R5

Mach 10

DUB Ballar

XD Rockstar

Gianelle Santo 2SS

Lexani R4

Mach 8

DUB Shotcalla

XD Rockstar II

Giovanna Andros

Lexani Lust

Helo 866

IROC

Moto Metal 962

Gianelle Yerevan

Lexani LSS11

2 Crave Alloys 11

Dcenti DW29

Fuel Hostage

Giovanna Lindos

Lexani Johnson II

Strada Razza

Dub Push

RBP 94R

Koko Sardinia 5

Lexani R12

MRR HR3

Diablo Elite

RBP 96R Mach

Gianelle Santoneo

Lexani Forged LF-1

XXR 531

U2 55s
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J
ust days before the Thanksgiving holi-

day, a large celebration of a different kind

took place at the famous Quiet Cannon

Conference & Event Center in Montebello,

California. The legendary and historic car

club, Thee Artistics, celebrated a major mile-

stone, hitting 35 years of existence.

When Renee San Miguel, Tony, Dario,

Auto, Joe, Benny, and Mike formed the club in

the Pico-Crenshaw area of West L.A. back in

1978, they most likely never imagined that

they were laying down a foundation for a 

well-bonded organization that would endure 

throughout multiple decades. Today, Felix 

Salazar and Hector “Oso” Rivera are presi-

dents of the Orange County and L.A. chapters,

respectively, and Casper is the president of

the bike chapter in Ventura County.

Oso coordinated this special celebratory

event and brought well over a hundred

individuals together to enjoy good food, the 

company of great people and fabulous music. 

DJ Minor Cut was on the ones-and-twos and in 

between his sets, a live ’50s-style band, Vicky

Tafoya and the Big Beat performed some of

their original music as well as some popular 

lowriding oldies. Awards were given out that 

evening to some of the current members for

their dedication to the club, as well as lifetime

achievement awards to some of the longtime

members. 

Oso sends his thanks to the people and car

clubs that came down to celebrate including,

but not limited to, Majestics (Compton Chap-

ter), the Tovar brothers, Unidos car club, and

Elite (Nor Cal Chapter). Special acknowledge-

ment also goes to the original founders who 

made an appearance that night. Everyone

involved is certain that Thee Artistics will 

definitely be seeing another great 35 years!Q

CELEBRATING 

35 YEARS
AN ARTISTIC ENGAGEMENT
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Show

&Shop  

T
his past December several car clubs 
and Local Teamsters held their season
annual events to help the needy

receive more than just gifts to help make their 
Christmas complete. On our X-mas list was
High Class CC and their toy drive that was held
in Bellflower, California, that was followed up
by the Majestics CC drive that was held at the 
famous Bob’s Big Boy in Downey. The following
day was Lifestyle’s toy drive and car show
fundraiser for the Relay For Life foundation’s
cancer cure. Finishing off the events for that
weekend was the Rolling Deep 4 Charities 
Teamster Horsemen Chapter 42 and Swat on
Patrols 6th Annual Christmas toy run. To see
more about these feel-good Christmas charity
events, get on your sleigh and ride over to our
web exclusive events. Please look them up on 
line at www.lowridermagazine.com.Q

Story and Photos By LRM Staff
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1. We begin to change up the tail-

lights on our classic Impala.

2. The first thing that was checked 

was the wiring harness. This was 

to assure that we had power to our

LEDs.

3. Once we could verify that we had 

power we were able to start wiring

the LEDs.

4. Once we had confirmation that

the lights went on we were ready to 

start installing Classic Industries new

light products.

5. The light housing was still in good 

shape and only needed cleaning to 

be used again.

SOURCES:

DAKOTA DIGITAL 

800-593-4160

www.dakotadigital.com

Classic Industries

www.classicindustries.com

E G Auto Electric

8315 Garfield Ave

Bell Gardens, CA 90201

(562) 927-6035

A
s you know, LEDs on most cars are starting to come standard,

so it was only a matter of time before someone stepped up 

and provided LEDs for older vehicles. Fortunately for us,

Dakota Digital had the foresight to invest into the Impala market and 

produce an LED line for most of the classic Impalas. If you don’t know 

who Dakota Digital is, they are known in the aftermarket world for

custom digital gauges and retro kits. 

When people hear about LED lights they assume that they are

replacing the whole housing but the reality is Dakota Digital’s LED

lighting systems are engineered to utilize your existing wiring har-

ness, taillight lens and assembly. The LED modules are included for

both left and right rear brake lights. Dakota Digital taillights include

the LED brake/taillight modules, wiring and moisture-resistant 

crimp-on connectors.

If your existing housings or lenses can’t be cleaned or repaired, 

new replacement housings and lenses are recommended to get the 

best lighting possible. In our case the housings were in good condition 

but our lenses needed to be replaced. We called our friends at Classic 

Industries and they pointed us in the right direction and hooked us up 

on the taillights lenses that we used for this build. These new lenses 

will assure a brighter shine when the LEDs are being used.

Whether you have OEM wiring, or have updated to a new style har-

ness, installation is effortless. Now let us show you how the pros at EG 

Auto Electric wire up our Dakota Digital LEDs to our ’68 Impala.  Q

LEDs FOR 
YOUR 
IMPALA
LIGHT IT UP!
Text and Photos by Saul Vargas

RESTORATION

GARAGE



FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT 
EDELBROCK.COM/LOWRIDER
Get FREE catalogs: 800.801.1681  Tech: 800-416-8628, 7am-5pm PST. M-F.

INTRODUCING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ELITE SERIES ACCESSORIES… ELITE II. 
This new line of accessories features a design that is influenced by the original Elite Series, but with a new modern take. 

They’re made from heavy-gauge, die-cast aluminum and are finished off with a show quality high luster polished finish. 
The raised fins are accented by a contrast black finish between the fins for the definitive traditional Elite Series look.

ALL PARTS NOT LEGAL FOR SALE OR USE ON POLLUTION CONTROLLED MOTOR VEHICLES ©2014 EDELBROCK, LLC 

youtube.com/EdelbrockTV • twitter.com/EdelbrockPerf
edelblog.com • facebook.com/edelbrockperformance

flickr.com/photos/edelbrockusa • instagram.com/EdelbrockUSA
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6. Using a little elbow grease these 

light housings were as clean as they 

needed to be.

7.For this particular Impala, the LEDs 

are cut out and will attach to the stock 

housing.

8. The double sided tape will keep the 

LED in place.

9. The new LED housing was at-

tached to the factory housing.

10.With the new LEDs wired, the car

was ready for the Classic Industries 

lenses that get bolted on.

11.We wanted to keep the factory 

OEM look so we used the OER screws 

to hold our lenses in place.

12. You can see the difference when 

you replace the old lenses with these 

new ones that we bolted on.

13.This install was as simple as turn-

ing on your light switch.

TECH PROJECT

12

I Trust Painless

Stacey David is all about real-world performance.

If it won’t work for his viewers and their

projects, you won’t see it on his projects.

It’s just that simple.

For high performance electrical solutions

Stacey turns to Painless Performance Products.

PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

®®®®

Complete Catalog Online At:

pain lessper formance .com

American Proud

American Made

FOR 24 YEARS

Find Your Dealer 800.54.WIRES Tech Line 800.423.9696

®
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W
hen most people think of the Aloha 

State the first thing that comes to 

mind are serene beachfronts and 

colorful shirts, but what most don’t know is 

that Hawaiian’s have customizing in their 

blood. Back in the 19th century, missionaries 

gave the Hawaiian’s plain shirts to cover their 

chests and, to make the shirts more attrac-

tive, the Hawaiian’s painted them in colorful 

schemes. That said, things are no different 

when you take a look at Michael Pantil’s 

’07 Harley Heritage. With paint dripping 

like it was freshly dipped, this bike flaunts 

a demeanor which is both captivating and 

charming. It’s a build that would make Harley-

Davidson proud, and a build that also makes 

you wonder what he has in store for his ’54 

GMC and ’63 Impala hardtop.  

HAWAIIAN HARLEY
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CAPTIVATING  
IMAGES

Story and Photos By Beto Mendoza   
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TECH SPECS
Vehicle Year/Make/Model: 2007

Harley-Davidson Heritage

Vehicle Nickname: Game Over

Owner: Michael Pantil

City/State: Honolulu, Hawaii

Club: Tattoo Krew MC

Engine: Out of his garage, Michael installed

the Samson Cholo’s pipes and Velocity intake.

Body/Paint: After shaving the rear fender,

Bobo Brown of Classics Auto Body in Pearl City, 

HI, painted the bike candy red and black, while 

Wish of Junk Shop Pros in Honolulu, HI, striped it.

Suspension: Chris Galutira of ECC in Hono-

lulu, HI installed the Shotgun AirRide.

Wheels/Tires: Smoothie 21/16 Diamond 

cut spokes with Avon tires.

Interior: Al Catalina of Al’s Upholstery in 

Waipahu, HI, stitched the seat.

Credits: A special thanks to his wife Donna,

his kids Nui and Mark as well as the USO Family. 

A big shout out also goes out to Junk Shop Pros 

and Chris Galutira. He would also like to dedicate 

this feature to the late Mike Galutira.

When asked about the influence of his 

build, Michael will be the first one to admit 

that it was a Toyota Corolla called “Captivat-

ing Image” that sparked his passion. The car, 

which belonged to Chris Galutira, happened 

to be the brother of his best friend and that 

was enough to get him hooked on the candy 

and chrome. “We looked up to Chris,” says Mi-

chael who started lowriding at fifteen years 

of age, and since then he’s owned numerous 

lowriders including a Regal and Cadillac. 

As you gaze through the images of 

Michael’s bike you can’t help but wonder 

how much time was invested into creating 

this piece of rolling art, and with a total build 

time of just nine months, the bike sports a 

fit and finish that you’d come to expect from 

someone who has now customized his fourth 

Harley. Purchased from a friend in stock 

condition, Michael is no stranger to building 

custom bikes. His three previous Harleys 

were sold to friends or onlookers who fell in 

love with his work but this particular build 

may just be a keeper. With the exception of 

engraving, paint, and upholstery, the bike 

was pretty much built in his garage. When 

asked if he would sell it, his reply came slow 

as he hesitantly replied, “I don’t know. I went 

all-out on this one and I’m sure I’ll keep it.” 

Of course, we don’t blame him for wanting 

to keep it but I’m sure we’ll see many more 

creative builds coming from Michael soon 

enough. Q

FOR MORE OF THIS LOWRIDER FEATURE, CRUISE ON 

OVER TO www.lowridermagazine.com   
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SOURCE:

Currie Enterprises, Inc.

382 North Smith

Corona, CA 92880

714-646-6311

www.currieenterprises.com 

BULLETPROOFING 
YOUR REAREND

By Saul Vargas

L
owriding in itself is an art to 
experience from both a visual and
physical platform. When parked, 

lowriders attract and overwhelm the 
masses with their exquisite paintjobs and 
patterns, but when it comes to driving them
down the street it becomes a whole other
experience, which mesmerizes and captures 
the evolutionary spirit of “cruising.” That
said, having your drivetrain in tip-top
condition is a must and this article here goes 
over the replacement of a new rearend for 
our project vehicle De Villain. 

Since the Cadillac is going to be mated to a
set of wire wheels, it was pertinent that we 
shortened the rearend by three inches. The
additional spacing would not only allow us
to run the proper size wire wheels but also 
allow us to tuck a set of disc brakes. After
taking a few measurements it was time for 
us to source a new rearend so we paid a visit 
to our friends over at Currie Enterprises in 
Corona, California, and they flexed their 
expertise on our project vehicle while giv-
ing us a firsthand education on what was 
required to get the job done.

After consulting with Currie, they 
recommended using one of their universal 
rearends coupled with factory brackets and,
who were we to argue? Currie Enterprises
is a master of their craft and to date they
have completed tens of thousands of 
custom rearends for vehicles ranging from 
lowriders, hot rods all the way to Jeeps and
off road vehicles. Utilizing state of the art
components and backed by years of R&D
and experience, Currie is a no brainer if 
the budget allows. Read up and read on to
see just how easy the installation was on 
Project De Villain. Q
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IN ESSENCE, A LOWRIDER IS LIKE 

A WOMAN BECAUSE A PRETTY

GRILLE AND A WELL-SCULPTED 

BODY IS NOTHING WITHOUT A

GOOD REAREND. 

SUSPENSION

GARAGE
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1. As every rear that gets built at Currie it starts 

in pieces.

2. The rearend housing was assembled.

3. The housing was squared off before any welds

where done to the housing.

4. The housing was tack welded.

5. Roman started welding the center of the hous-

ing from the inside out.

6. The factory brackets from our Cadillac were 

removed so they could be transplanted on to the 

new housing.

7. The housing was set up to receive the brackets.

8. The braces where welded in place.

9. We actually had the factory center brace 

tack welded in place so it could be modified and

reinforced.

10. After a little cutting and grinding the upper 

brace will keep the rearend from tracking crooked.

11. Once the axlehousing was all welded up, it 

was checked to be straight and will be adjusted as

or if needed.

12. With the housing ready for assembly it was

placed in this deburing machine.

13. This dry process left a clean surface on our

axle.

14. The next step was to hot tank the housing 

and remove any unwanted debris.

15. The third member was ready for assembly.

16. The bearings for the gears where pressed on.

17. Everything had to be torque down.

18. The new rearend gears will need for us to

replace the factory CV flange yoke to a universal 

joint style yoke.

19. This third member came together pretty

quickly as it only took a little adjusting to get the

tolerances where we needed them to be at.

20. With a high speed drill the gears were 

checked for any unwanted binding.

21. After minor adjustments the gears were 

given a final torque to make sure that nothing

came loose from normal driving.

22. To make sure that the bare metal did not rust

up it was protected with a high heat coating.
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23. Before assembly of the housing they

drilled out a breather hole.

24. All of the gear studs where installed.

25.Even though the housing had already

been cleaned two times during the build it was 

cleaned one more time before final assembly.

26.The breather hole was being tapped.

27.The Currie breather is important, as it will 

allow the oil to be poured in and the trapped

air to escape.

28.Gonzalo added silicone to the housing 

then applied the gasket and followed it up 

with more silicone to make sure that there 

were no leaks between the two.

29.The third member was installed.

30.Gonzalo torque down the gears leaving

them ready for the axles to be added to them.

31.Even though the axles were precut to our 

specs the bare axles go into the housing and 

need to be measured for trimming.

32. Our axles needed to be trimmed a 1/16 to

get the desired play we wanted from them.

33. Once we verified our desired measure-

ment the axles received the load bearings and

were installed on to the housing.

34. The axle slipped into place and was held 

in place with its bearing clips that were bolted 

down.

35. The new rotors where slipped onto the 

axle.

36. The calipers where checked for clearance 

and tolerances.

37. This rearend was ready to be shipped 

back and installed. 
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Little Larry's FOURPLAY

800-299-7773
www.littlelarrys.net
jay@littlelarrys.net
littlelarrys@hotmail.com

Gage ports

Control ports

Supply

It's that easy.

Exhuast

Gage ports 1/8" NPT All other ports 
3/8" NPT -  Internal ports will handle 
1/2" air lines for fast movement

CNC machined aluminum billet that's black
anodized for increased durability. Compact
design. Faceplate dimensions 3" X 6".

Connect 1 supply line
and 4 control lines for a 
working system

Manual Air Valve does more
than electric valves for less money

$259.99

   Move the lever a
  little to move slow
 Move the lever
a lot to move fast
up or down

FBSS or
   one at a time

Air supply manifold built in 
makes it plug & play

CHEVS of the 40’s
The World’s Most Complete Supplier of 1937–54 Chevrolet Car & Truck Parts

“Thank 
you for the 
excellent 
service.”
Best regards,
Jeff Bourdon
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Story and Photos By El Whyner

REPLACED ’07 TAHOE

W
ho says money can’t buy you hap-

piness? Just ask Danny Villatoro, a

South Central Los Angeles native

who decided to turn Phoenix, Arizona, on its 

head with the help of his custom ’07 Chevy 

Tahoe. A proud member of the Explizit car 

club, the owner of No Limit Customz is no

rookie when it comes to customizing his cars. 

Now in its twelfth year, No Limit Customz is

showing Phoenix how it’s done and breaking

some necks in the process. 

Danny purchased the Tahoe straight off

the showroom floor in 2007 and a year later 

decided to customize his SUV in an effort to 

represent his shop and their abilities. From

the start, he set out to add some eye candy

to the Tahoe to mirror the black and green

color scheme of his shop. Since the body was 

already black from the factory, a bright green

roof was added for contrast. Feeling the need

to kick the paint game up a notch, he turned 

the reins over to Chavo, who airbrushed 

Benjamin Franklin on the hood along with the

flame graphics on the sides.  
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In an effort to give the paint a bit more 

detail, Chavo also airbrushed a series of 

hundred dollar bills all around the Tahoe and 

continued them onto the custom rims—be-

cause who doesn’t love a Tahoe covered in 

money? Danny took on the task of adding 

the Lambo door kit himself on all four doors. 

When they’re open you might actually 

believe this beast can fly. To finish off the 

build, Danny took the project over to Tino, 

of Tino’s Customs in Glendale, Arizona, to 

eliminate the stock interior and instead wrap 

the seats in black and green leather. Tino 

also built the custom fiberglass enclosure 

that sits firmly behind the third row seat. 

The enclosure houses two 12-inch Rockford 

Fosgates and acts as a platform to a 21-inch 

flat screen. In total, the Tahoe sports 12 TVs 

placed symmetrically throughout the interior 

doors, headrests and even in the sun visors. 

The electronics are controlled by a Pioneer 

double din head unit and the tunes get extra 

help by two Rockford Fosgate amps, totaling 

up to 1,600 watts—all installed by Danny 

himself. The SUV was then shipped to his 

good friend Rick at LA Kustomz out of Los 

Angeles, California, to install the airbag set 

up that includes four compressors, three air 

tanks and ten switches. Completing the Roll 

Playerz look is a set of 28-inch rims wrapped 

in Lexani rubber. 

Danny has since been hitting the show 

circuit in Arizona and California on a regular 

basis all while representing his club Explizit. 

He’s been making a habit out of turning heads 

and collecting trophies in his wake. Danny 

mentioned to us that he has another project 

in the works and we can’t wait to see what he 

comes out with next!  Q
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SOURCE:

Classic Performance Products

378 E. Orangethorpe Ave. 

Placentia CA 92870

(866) 593-2631

www.classicperform.com

W
hen the time comes to install a new master cylinder

the number one most common problem is that owners

simply DO NOT follow instructions. Most DIY guys

simply take the master cylinder out of the box and bolt it directly

up to the brake booster thinking that they can bleed the system

from all four corners and this is a big NO-NO—and also the main

reason why many people return their master cylinders thinking

that their faulty.

The best and most efficient way to bleed your master cylinder is

by doing what’s called a blench bleed. Bleeding the master cylinder 

outside of the vehicle does this process and it’s the best way to rid 

your system of the air, which gets caught in the internal chambers 

of the master cylinder. 

By bench bleeding, you avoid having to suck air out of the brake

lines and it makes life that much easier. It is also important to men-

tion that once you have your master cylinder fitted snug into a vice

you want to take great caution into making sure that the master

cylinder is level and that you are working in a clean environment.

If the master cylinder is not level it will be difficult to get all the air 

out and contaminants on your fittings or inside your reservoir are 

sure to void your warranty while also causing potential failure or 

poorly performing products.Q

BLEEDING  
ON A BENCH
GET THE AIR OUT!
By Saul Vargas

GARAGE

PERFORMANCE

TECH PROJECT
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1. As you can see there are several choices when adding a newer style
master cylinder for your choice of braking system.

2. The universal master cylinder was ready to be bled the proper way.

3. This is what you do when you bench bleed your master cylinder. You 
need to make sure that it is level so all of the air can be removed proper-
ly. If it is not level then you can cause the air to get stuck in a chamber.

4. The cap was removed so we could access the bleeders.

5. The Teflon plugs where installed and tightened to make sure that 
there wasn’t any air suction going into the booster.

PRESENTS
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6. The bleeding kit will come
with two clips and all of the hoses
needed.
7. The hoses where connected 
to return the fluid back into the 
master cylinder.
8. CPP recommended that we use
DOT 3 brake fluid for the braking 
system on our vehicle.
9.When you add fluid, you should
fill it half way, as there is no need 
to top it off until the booster is in
the vehicle.
10. Rob took the syringe and 
vacuumed up some brake fluid so
it could be pushed through the 
reservoir lines.
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My Way

517-424-0577   www.ididitinc.com
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1961 

Impala

Convertible
Owner: Pete Macias

100% American Made
8-position tilt, floor shift or column shift.
Available in chrome, paintable steel, 
black powder coated, polished 
aluminum & brushed aluminum finishes

Visit our website for full product listings
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W
hen you need to pick up some 

grease for your wheel bear-

ings or for any projects at 

home, make sure that you pick up Lucas’ 

Red ’N’ Tacky grease. In this month’s Low-

rider Garage “Tip of the month” we get our 

hands full of Red ’N’ Tacky grease. 

The Lucas Red ‘N’ Tacky Grease is a

smooth but sticky, red lithium complex 

grease that is fortified with rust and oxi-

dation inhibitors. It also comes with good 

water resistant and washout properties

that have excellent mechanical stability 

and storage life. It is able to withstand

heavy loads for extended periods of

time. It can be used in many agricultural,

automotive and industrial applications.

Lucas Red ’N’ Tacky Grease is fortified 

with a high degree of extreme pressure

additives that give it a TRUE Timken 

load, much higher than other greases of

this type. It’s especially good for sliding 

surfaces and open gears.

Key Benefits:

æ�1TRS�@MC�NWHC@SHNM�HMGHAHSNQR

æ�(R�V@SDQ�QDRHRS@MS

æ�$WBDKKDMS�LDBG@MHB@K�RS@AHKHSX

æ�+NMF�RSNQ@FD�KHED

æ�,@CD�ENQ�@FQHBTKSTQ@K��@TSNLNSHUD

and industrial applications

out thisTo learn more ab

Oil Prod-and other Lucas 

ucts log onto 

www.lucasoil.com
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11. The syringe was put into 
the rear porthole of the cylinder 
and Rob started pushing the fluid 
through.

12. You could see how the air 
starts to get worked out of the 
system. 

13. Once they were done bleeding 
the rear chamber/reservoir they 
moved onto the front part of the 
brake reservoir.

14. To make sure that there was 
no air in the master cylinder it was 
back bled through the same hose 
that kept the fluid from splashing 
out of the fluid reservoir.

15. The master cylinder was 
now bench bled and ready to be 
installed. Once installed you can 
finish bleeding the brake system 
starting with the wheel farthest 
away from the MC. In most 
instances you go from Right Rear, 
Left Rear, Right Front, Left Front.

16. The lines where pinched so 
it could be looped back into the 
master cylinder.

17. With the line being looped 
back, it will help keep the fluid 
from leaking all over the place as 
you install into your car.

18. We had a chance to see the 
exploded view of the master cylin-
der. Most all cylinders are similar 
and work the same way.

19. As you can see, the syringe 
allows you to get way into the 
chamber and help fill the reservoir 
quickly.
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STEERING 
COLUMNS &
ACCESSORIES

  
DISC BRAKE SYSTEM

Complete Kit - starting at  $1199/kit

POWER STEERING 
RESERVOIRS & BRACKETS

Brackets - starting at $49/ea
Reservoirs - starting at  $39/ea

Pumps - starting at  $159/ea
Pulleys - starting at  $39/ea

500 SERIES  
STEERING BOX                     
1955-57 Chevy shown. 
Other applications available.

POWER 
BRAKE BOOSTERS

Chrome Booster Combos - starting at  399/kit  

Master Cylinders & Prop Valve - starting at  139/kit

Many styles to choose from!

Starting at 419/ea  

NEW!

COMPLETE 
PERFORMANCE PACKAGES

Starting at 
$1959/kit

Tune up your chassis with some of our best upgrades for a great price! 

Starting at 
$39/kit

Starting at 
289/kit

Starting at $199/kit

What's You?STOPPING

Prices subject to change without notice. Please note that kits and prices may vary between certain applications.

Classic Performance Products, Inc.

VISIT OUR NEW LOCATION!   378 E. Orangethorpe Avenue  |  Placentia, CA 92870

(866) 593-2631  |  (714) 522-2000  |  Fax: (714) 522-2500  www.classicperform.com

CPP has been 
providing the classic 
Chevy and Ford car 
and truck market 
as well as street 
rodders with top 
quality products 
for over 20 years. 
Order your new 
catalog today. $5 or 
free with purchase. 
Catalog can also be 
downloaded for free on our website.

UPDATED

NEED A CATALOG?

CHROME FLAT TOP, MCPV1
™

 & 
WILWOOD MASTER CYLINDERS
We have master cylinders to fit all your 
needs and all popular applications.

Starting at  
$119/eaSOLD SEPARATELY 

OR AS AN UPGRADE

HYDRA STOP™ 
BRAKE BOOSTERS

As low as - 
$469/kit

SHOW 
STOPPER

NEW!

Sold as complete kits or as an upgrade. 
Several options available, please inquire. 

BASIC
KIT

Stainless steel adjusting tilt columns available 
in 30”, 32” and 33” lengths and plain, chrome 
and black finishes. Key columns also available. 

Fine tune engine placement for optimal 
clearance and fit with these kits. Includes 
POLYPLUS™ mounts.

Starting at  $129/kit

LS 
MOUNT 
KITS COMPLETE 

KITS ALSO 
AVAILABLE

NEW!
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SOURCES:

Classic Industries

www.classicindustries.com

Premier Polishing

8418 Secura Way

Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

(562) 322-2963

T
ired of water dripping into your car?

Does the sound of whistling air and

wind noise drive you nuts? If you 

suffer from any of these problems then you

probably have bad weatherstripping. 

With time comes age, and with UV comes 

cracks. Much like the beach bunny who looks

good after a tan, the constant beating of UV
rays ultimately fatigues their skin and turns 

them into literal California raisins, and the

same can be said of your weatherstripping.

As time beats down on your car, one of the 

first things that goes is your weatherstrip-

ping. It becomes brittle, deformed and soon

enough, this affects the quality of your ride. 

For those of you who have built ground up 

restorations, you’ll also be the first to know 

that fresh new weatherstripping makes all

the difference in the world. So read up on this

month’s tech article which goes over some-

thing fresh. Q

STRIPPING 101
WEATHERSTRIPPING HELPS SEAL 

THE DEAL BUT IT ALSO KEEPS YOUR 

CABIN DRY, QUIET AND SECURE. 

By Saul Vargas

01

05 06

03

02

04

RESTORATION

GARAGE



TECH PROJECT

1. Everything was checked off of our inven-
tory list before even getting started.
2. We made sure that the rain gutters didn’t
have too much paint buildup, when they do 
you sometimes need to take a razor blade to 
it and peal the paint off the rail.
3. We started off with the rear trim and we 
worked forward.

4. The molding slides onto the rail and 
needs to be massaged in.  
5. This rain gutter molding gets installed in 
sections and is being twisted on. Since these
moldings came off this car the holes pretty
much line up where they needed to be.
6. The front rain gutter gets held in place 
with a couple of screws.

7. The weatherstrip molding sandwiches 
the rain gutter trim to the body.
8. The second section of the weatherstrip 
trim also gets lined up to the old mounting 
holes.
9. So we wouldn’t have any leaks we added 
some silicone to the trim.

08

07

09
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TECH PROJECT

I
n Last month’s Issue of LOWRIDER

magazine, we discussed how 
preparing the right environ-

ment and proper foundation was 
the key to a successful paint
application. Now it’s time to move
to the next step of your paint build. 
The proper prepping of a vehicle is
an essential part of the paint ap-
plication. Whether you are spraying
water base or solvent base Axalta 
Coatings Products, you must also
choose the right sanding grit of 
sanding paper as you begin your 
primer buildup to make that body
perfect again. Sandpaper grit is 
designed to remove material; be it 
paint, body filler, or rust. Sandpa-
per is designated by how gritty
it is or how much grit exists in a
square inch. In other words, the
grit number is a measure of grit 
population. The higher the number, 
the more grit we have in a square
inch. A piece of 40-grit sandpaper 
has fewer grit particles per square 
inch than a sample of 600-grit
sandpaper and is real coarse when 
compared with 600- or 1000-grit.

By the same token, if you’d like
to rough up a surface for good paint
adhesion, you want 320- or 400-
grit paper. Just remember as you 
get close to spraying your sealer, 
base finish, or the final finish, you
should always finish dark metallic
and solid colors with 600-grit. Light
metallic colors should always be 
finished in 800-grit. This simple 
procedure will prevent viewing
sand scratching looks now or from
surfacing years later on that beau-
tiful paintjob. For more technical 
advice please feel free to contact

Axalta Product Specialist Steven
Chaparro at steven.c.chaparro@
dupont.com.

By Axalta Coatings Systems

10

11

12
SERVICE PERFORMED IN THE

OFFICIAL TOOLS

www.eastwood.com

TECH CENTER

www.directlift.com

OFFICIAL AUTO LIFT

www.millerwelds.com

OFFICIAL WELDING EQUIPMENT
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15

14

16

13

10. The weatherstripping moldings were on and

ready to receive the weather stripping.

11. To make sure that our weather striping 

didn’t come loose we added adhesive glue to the 

weatherstrip.

12. We started installing the weatherstrip from

the front to the rear. 

13. Using a flat putty knife allowed the weather-

strip to go on.

14. The weatherstrip went in place and was

locked in by the rear glass guide.

15. The front of the rubber weatherstrip was 

screwed in so we knew it wasn’t going to come

loose.

16. The strip installed fairly easy and will help 

keep unwanted water, air and noise out of your

vehicle. 
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Procomp Electronics LS3 Manifold TK-2800KIT Throttle Body Kit. The Procomp 
Electronics LS3 manifold throttle body kit is a new design EFI injection system in 
which each corner of the manifold has four dowel pins to match the port of the
manifold to the cylinder head. The system runs individual throttle bodies to each 
cylinder head port and with the dowel pin system the manifold will always match
ports. To view more information on this product visitwww.procompelectronics.com.

 Procomp Electronics

New Products

OTB GEAR
OTB Gear introduces a new fuel filter that is not only functional but 

offers show-quality looks as well. Features include a permanent washable
stainless mesh filter that should last a lifetime, and a very compact size.
The complete filter projects from its mounting surface a mere 3 inches.
The inlet and outlet ports utilize ORB/AN-6 fittings that reduce the bulk
of traditional hose connections. Drilled for 5/16-inch mounting hardware, 
this attractive fuel filter is proudly made in USA. Available in three styles,
finned (shown), smooth and grooved these filters are also offered in 
polished and satin finishes. Mounting hardware is not included. For more
information and ordering, contact OTB Gear at 909-595-4995 or go to 
www.otbgear.com.

Kinetik

Kinetik Pro Series Power Cell HC1800S PRO. The Kinetik’s new 
line of PRO Series Power Cells are designed for pro and semi-pro 
enthusiasts who understand power is the most crucial foundation 
when building a PROfessional quality 12-volt electronic system. 
Kinetik HC PRO Cells are made in the USA in a state of the art com-
puter controlled factory and come with a 3-year warranty. If you 
want to find the right Kinetik audio battery for your car visit their 
website www.kinetikaudio.com.

Ingersoll Rand/ W1130 3/8-inch 12V 
Impact Wrench. This Ingersoll Rand 
IQV12 Series W1130 3/8. Impactool deliv-
ers 100 lb-ft of reverse torque to tackle 
hard-to-remove fasteners in hard-to-
reach places. Measuring just 5.9 inches 
from tip to tail, the W1130 features a 
small-diameter, ergonomically designed 
handle for improved user comfort. It 
runs on a 2.0 Ah, 12-volt lithium-ion bat-
tery. If you want to learn more about this 
and other Ingersoll Rand products visit 
them www.ingersollrandproducts.com.

 Ingersoll Rand
Stainless Steel Throttle/Kickdown 

Cable Mounting Bracket for Stromberg
Style Carburetors. The stainless steel
throttle cable mounting bracket and
return springs kit for Stromberg Style 
Carburetors allows for easy installation 
of Lokar throttle and kickdown cables. 
To learn more about this and other Lokar 
products call 865-966-2269 or visit them 
on www.Lokar.com.

Lokar
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INK

866-586-1628

24/724/7

c l ass i c i ndus t r i e s . com

Shop  Our  
Products  

FREE CATALOG or FREE CATALOG or CD ROM

Shop  Our  
Products  
OnlineOnline

America’s First Choice 
in Restoration and
Performance Parts
& Accessories

The only 
       Catalog
       you’ll need

ISSUE                                                                               

AE Initials                      Date                                   

630-957-4019

powermasterperformance.com

These look just like the
generators your classic
cars came with, but
they’re powerful modern
alternators.

Alternators
Starters & 

Powergens
Get The Correct Vintage

Look and Modern Performance

Alternators
Starters & 

Powergens

Get Coupon and

/ InvisibleGlass
SAVESAVE

InvisibleGlass.comInvisibleGlass.com
Find America’s #1 selling

auto glass cleaner at
Find America’s #1 selling

auto glass cleaner at

Makes Glass Invisible!
Leaves no streaks, smears or haze on windows and mirrors

What’s Your Passion? 
Check Out the One-Stop Hub for Everything Enthusiast

Visit: simappstore.com

Looking for a personalized gift 
for almost any occasion?
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Create your own magazine cover and be a star.

www.myowncover.com



Call Toll Free or go Online

866-513-1861
www.cokertire.com/low

5.20-13 4 PLY " whitewall

5.20-13  4 PLY 11
8" whitewall

5.20-14 4 PLY " whitewall

5.20-14  4 PLY 1 " whitewall

#1 LOWRIDER TIRE

EVERYDAY $125

®

fb.com/lokarinc

Like us on Facebook!

© 2014 Lokar, Inc.
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Plain & Simple

Quality…
American

®

Anchor-Tight   Locking 

Flexible Engine 

& Trans Dipsticks

Pat. No. 

7,546,693

 Pat. No. 

7,779,555

Drive-By-Wire

Electronic Throttle 

Control Pedal 

Assembly

®



Available TPS kit allows 
use with 4L60 & 4L80 
transmissions

STARTING AT 

$329.95!
Integrated 700R4/200R4 
transmission kickdown cable mounting 
location for proper shifts

X Fits most aftermarket spread/square bore intake
manifolds without adapter!

p

X Introduces innovative ‘Goggle Valve’ –– a secondary 
throttle plate that delivers over twice the air flow of the 

gg

primary bores unleashing power you can hear and feel!
p

X Integrates Triple-Stack™ boosters with 1-3/8in primary 
throttle bores that deliver superb throttle response, 
drivability & fuel economy!

XRUN READY™  625 cfm street performance 
carburetor with clean looks!

270-901-3346 | demoncarbs.com
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Don’t Want 
to Shine 

Part 1

By Antonio Cancino Teran

 

Graffiti & Girls Book Calls

Get It At 1 (800) 834-1803 
Or At www.rosedogbookstore.com
Tell All Your People It’s Out Now!
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CADILLAC DEVILLE

“Slammed By Snow”
Gus J. Lopez
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA

LINCOLN MARK V

“A TANK WITH A FULL TANK”

Mike Page
New Style car club
NORTHERN CAL
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WWW.DAKOTADIGITAL.COM/LR
CALL TOLL FREE 1.800.593.9709 FOR A FREE CATALOG!

NEW VHX UNIVERSAL AND CUSTOM APPLICATIONS

VFD SERIES DIGITAL

ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES

NEW VHX DIRECT-FIT APPLICATIONS




